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Put your best you forward:
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MEET THE TEAM
Daniel C. Simmons, CPC has been recruiting talented individuals for a variety of
companies since 1991. In 1996, he founded Continental Search and now specializes in
recruiting in animal agriculture. Continental Search is a member of the Top Echelon
Network, America’s leading recruiting network. Dan has won many production
awards through this organization. He is also a member of the National Association
of Personnel Services and the Maryland Recruiters Association. Dan is a frequent
speaker, addressing college students on career management and training recruiters
on a variety of topics. He has been published multiple times in The Fordyce Letter,
the #1 trade magazine in the recruiting industry and in FeedStuffs, a trade journal in
agriculture. Dan publishes the Animal Science Monitor, a monthly email publication with
advice on career management, recruiting and industry news and events. Sign up for
the newsletter at www.AnimalScienceMonitor.com. Dan lives in Baltimore, Maryland and
works with clients across the nation filling positions from the entry to the executive
level. For more information on Dan and Continental Search, visit www.consearch.com.

Jim Hipskind, a Certified Personnel Consultant joined the team in 2010 bringing over 24
years recruiting experience in processing, manufacturing, food and agriculture to the
Continental Search team. Jim focuses on the meat and egg industry. He combines the art
of working collaboratively with his clients with his ability to creatively define their business
needs and job requirements to identify top prospective candidates. Hipskind has been
published in the Fordyce Letter, the recruiting industry’s top newsletter. Jim has been a
trainer/presenter at multiple Top Echelon Network regional and national conventions.

Don Hunter joined Continental Search in the Fall of 2010 after assisting on many joint
recruiting projects with CSO principal Dan Simmons. Don has been recruiting since
1993 and has filled sales, operations, animal nutrition and animal health positions
across the nation. Most recently, Don spent 15 years as the Principal Recruiter for Bay
Resource Group in Traverse City, Michigan. Don has been a regular contributor to the
Animal Science Monitor and an award-winning member of the Top Echelon Network.

Deborah Simmons joined Continental Search full-time in 2001. Her position is Research
and Operations Director. Her expertise in the management of job listings and the firm’s
extensive internal database, make her an integral piece of CSO team. Deborah is the catalyst
for all research pertaining our searches. She facilitates the posting of new job openings,
researches candidates from our internal database and resume banks and uses the latest
tools and techniques to perform in-depth Internet research to find the most qualified
candidates for a given position.
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Interviewing:
A Job in Itself
An interview is not just a casual
meeting between two parties
with a common interest and it
is also never an informal
“heart to heart” conversation.
It represents an opportunity
for you to “sell” yourself and
an opportunity for the
employer to evaluate your:
• Qualifications
• Enthusiasm
• Attitude
• Maturity

One of the keys to success in life
is starting projects with the end in mind, knowing your objective. The objective
of an interview is to get an offer of employment. Once you have an offer of
employment, you can then accept it, negotiate it, or decline it. You will have
time after the interview to decide whether this company and this position is
right for you; do not try and make this determination during the interview.
You can neither decline nor accept an offer you do not get. Uncertainty during
the interview process invariably produces bad results.

• Communication skills

This booklet takes interviewing very seriously; however, you don’t have to treat

• Stability

the meeting as solemn. This is an interview, not a funeral. Enjoy the meeting

• Energy level
• Confidence
• Intelligence
• Analytical skills
That’s why it is critical that
you take interview preparation
seriously; by doing your
homework and taking the time
to prepare for your interview,
your confidence and skills are
certain to shine through.

and have fun! Remember that you are interviewing them at the same time they
are interviewing you. You want to make sure that you are interested in this
company, so relax and treat the interview as a give-and-take between equals.
It will be easiest to relax when you know you are fully prepared and ready.

This booklet will prepare you.
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BEFORE THE INTERVIEW

Preparedness and execution are the keys to
showing why you are the top candidate.
What to Bring
Before you leave the house, make certain you have directions, a map if needed, and the contact
information of the person with whom you are meeting.
Both women and men should limit themselves to one hand-held item (briefcase, purse, or portfolio).
Carry it in your left hand so you are prepared to shake hands with the right without shuffling.
The best choice is a thin folder or portfolio that holds a legal pad. It looks professional and
gives you something in which to carry cards, resumes, pens, and references, etc. but is not as
cumbersome as a briefcase. Organize everything in your portfolio before the interview so that
you can access needed items quickly.
If a recruiter reformatted your resume, use the one he or she provided you. Typically, recruiters
do not change the content of resumes, but may re-format them for aesthetic purposes.
Use the following checklist to make sure you are prepared with everything you’ll need:
❑ Directions
❑ Map
❑ Contact information (name and direct line of person with whom you’re
meeting as well as a main phone number)
❑ Note pad
❑ Two (2) pens—black or blue ink is best for completing
employment applications
❑ Three (3) copies of your resume
❑ Breath mints and any minor medication needed
❑ Information about the employer for a final review while waiting
❑ This booklet for a last minute refresher on interviewing skills
❑ Examples of your accomplishments such as design drawings,
project manuals, video tapes, etc.
❑ Your complete reference list and letters of recommendation.
❑ Copies of your last two performance reviews (if possible)
❑ A list of well-thought out questions you plan to ask
(see next page for ideas)

What’s in a Name?

Some things to make it easier are:

Everything!

• Request a list of the interviewers’ names and titles in advance of the interview.

To each of us, our name is our

• Write the name down in your notes several times.

identity. It is very important to
remember an interviewer’s name
and to use it frequently.

• Ask the interviewer for a business card, then put the card in a side pocket of your
folder with most of the name showing.
• Use the name in the conversation as quickly as possible.

If you are addressing someone it is a good strategy to start any statement
with his or her name. This can be done repeatedly. Instead of being awkward,
people very much enjoy the repetitive use of their name in conversation.
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Accomplishments
Since your objective is to get an
offer, you must show why you
are the best candidate for the
position. Before you get there, know
what you can do for the company
and be able to explain how your
past career accomplishments
are relevant to this position.
The interviewer will probably ask
“Tell me about yourself.” Have a
concise, informative, upbeat answer
for this question and wrap up with
“I’d like to tell you more and target
it to the search you are conducting.
What key accomplishments would I
be responsible for if I were hired for
this position?” This puts the interview
right on track and you can spend
time explaining how you fit the
position and the value that you
bring to the company.
In detailing your accomplishments,
focus on the problems you have
encountered, the solutions to those
problems, the results of the solutions,
and the value of fixing the problems
(preferably expressed in dollar values).
The more value you can bring to an
organization, the more you are worth.

The Power of a Positive Attitude

People hire people they like. If
they don’t like you, you won’t get
the offer, regardless of your talent.
That’s why you must approach
the entire interview process with
a positive attitude. Many less
qualified people get hired because
they are liked. Best interview skills
often win over best qualifications.
Be careful here—don’t make yourself
sound like the sports team star who
takes all the credit as if he could
have had the same successes even
without his teammates. Use terms
like accountable (accountability),

responsible (responsibility), team,
directed, coordinated, and managed.
Never be negative about past
employers or managers as negative
comments reflect poorly on you.
Companies are looking for positive,
“can-do” employees.
As you highlight your career
experiences, it is best if you can
show experiences that are closely
related to those the interviewer is
facing. Learn everything you can
about the company from every
available information source,
including the Internet. Companies
with websites have a very strong
expectation that you will visit
their sites prior to an interview.
It’s also a good idea to bring
along physical examples of your
accomplishments if you have them,
in the event that an opportunity
to showcase them presents itself.
These could include drawings,
manuals, videos, artwork, etc.

Questions to Ask
The interviewer’s perception of how
sharp you are is heavily influenced
by the questions you ask, and your
questions—including the words
you select to express them—will
definitely affect the interviewer’s
assessment of you.
Preparing a list of questions will
make you much more organized
and efficient. The interviewers
will notice. A list also ensures you
won’t overlook needed information.
Therefore, preparing a list of
questions is strongly advised.
Your list of questions should be
carried in your portfolio or folder.
Make a list of all the data you need
to gather. From that list, you need
to develop 10 –15 strong questions.
These questions should include:
“Why do you feel this position would
be attractive to someone with my

Here are some
additional
questions you
might want to ask:

?
• What are the most important
responsibilities of the job?

• To whom will I report and what
is his or her background?
• Will I mainly inherit projects
or initiate them?

• Is this a team environment or
individual contributor role?

• What is the most important thing
I can do to help your firm in the
first 90 days of my employment?
• Why did my predecessor leave—
or is this a new position?
• What criteria are used to
evaluate my performance?
• Is there a formal
evaluation process?

• Will I have subordinates? If so, what
are their strengths/weaknesses?
• What aspects of my
background make me right
or wrong for this position?

• What will my work setting be like—
private office, common area, etc.?
• How much will I be
expected to travel?

• What is a typical work week?

• With whom would I interact most—
peers, customers, vendors, etc.?
• What would be the next logical
position after I successfully
complete this assignment?
• What kind of timetable
do you foresee?

• What brought you to this firm
and what is your background?

• What support or training will be
available to help me learn what I
need to know to be successful?
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Questions to Ask (continued)
background and skills?,” “What
things make it attractive to be an
employee of your company?” or
“What qualities do you appreciate
most in a member of your staff?”
(Often followed by “What do you
appreciate least?”)
Having 10–15 questions is very
important because most of the
data you want will be given to you
in various ways throughout the
interview. At one or several points in
the interview, the interviewers will
ask if you have any other questions.
At this point a very shrewd thing

to do is to pull out your questions
list, scan it and ask a couple of
questions. This will make it crystal
clear to the interviewers that you
took the interview seriously and
were prepared.
Remember, very seldom is it possible
to get all the information you want
during the interview. Once an offer
is extended, you can easily get any
reasonable information you request.

Pre-Interview Tips
• Get a haircut, trim beards and
mustaches, and polish your shoes.

• Don’t wear heavy makeup, jewelry,
colognes or perfumes.
• Dress appropriately. Over the past
decade, customs regarding dress
have changed dramatically and
vary widely from organization to
organization. The best approach
is to ask the person responsible
for setting up the interview about
recommended attire.
• Be prepared for a physical and
substance abuse screening, and
know that both poppy seeds and
second-hand marijuana smoke
can result in a positive drug test.

ONLINE IDENTITY

How your online identity can make or
break your career move
Most job seekers today are involved with some form of social media. Whether you connect with family and friends
on Facebook or keep your business connections organized through LinkedIn, there are pieces of who you are already
online. This is a good start.
Employers today are searching online for future employee profile information. Having the wrong kind of presence online
can make or break your career aspirations. Finding the appropriate balance of life and work on all your platforms is key
to the future success of your next career move. Some areas might need a few updates and enhancements, while others
might need a complete overhaul. So are you confident about what a future employer or recruiter would see on your
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn accounts or are you panicking about the “Weekend in Vegas” pictures that your friend
just posted?
Here are some simple and important steps to ensuring a professional online presence.

Facebook
Grammar
• Go through your profile and
make sure all your contractions
are correct and your words are
clear. It’s also helpful to have
a second pair of eyes look over
your words. Even the best writers
make mistakes, have typos and
overlook the obvious errors. This
won’t show how great of a writer
you are, but it won’t detract from
your profile either.
Privacy Settings
• Everyone is entitled to have a
good time on vacation. Do keep

in mind that most pictures
today end up on Facebook after
such an event. Make sure your
privacy settings are set to only
those who should be seeing
those pictures.
Follow companies you want
to work for
• Before you go and apply for a
job, check out the company. One
of the easiest ways is to connect
on their Facebook fan page.
Doing this before you send in
your resume or sit down for an
interview shows initiative
and forethought.

No Badmouthing
• Watch your language and who
you talk about on your Facebook.
No one likes someone that is
badmouthing a former boss or
colleague. Keep it positive.
Keywords
• You have to be able to be found.
Key wording your Facebook profile
with information on what you do,
where you work and what you’ve
done will help you appear in
more searches and appear more
appealing to an employer looking
for that line of work you have
listed as one of your interests.
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Change Your Profile Picture
(this goes for all media sites!)
• Think of how you would present
yourself for an interview. Rules
of thumb: Cleavage, short skirts,
hats, scruffy faces, and undone
hair are out. Oh, and you wouldn’t
bring your friends, your child
or your animal with you either,
unless you were looking for a job
in the animal veterinary sciences.

Twitter
Be You, but with a handle that you
would want employers to see
• Go through your profile and
make sure all your contractions
are correct and your words are
clear. It’s also helpful to have
a second pair of eyes look over
your words. Even the best writers
make mistakes, have typos and
overlook the obvious errors. This
won’t show how great of a writer
you are, but it won’t detract from
your profile either.
Don’t Swear
• Be classy. Being crude, rude, or
both, won’t earn points. Save the
“sailor talk” for another venue.
Clean Up Your Friends
• Your mother always said, “You’re
judged by the company you
keep.” Still true today. If you
wouldn’t feel safe bringing these
friends into the interview room
with you for fear of what they
might say or how they might act—
delete them or at least hide them
from public view.
Stay Positive
• Nobody likes a glass-half-empty
teammate. Stay positive by
sharing content that is seen as
productive and optimistic.
Be Responsive
• Make sure you respond to direct
messages, re-tweets and @replies.
Not responding to these things
is like not acknowledging a
handshake. Just rude.

Source: www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2011/10/03/what-perspective-employers-hope-to-see-in-yourfacebook-account-creativity-well-roundedness-chastity/
Author: Kashmir Hill, Forbes Staff Blogger
Profile: http://blogs-images.forbes.com/people/kashmirhill
Creator of Image: http://reppler.com
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Be Knowledgeable
• Posting useless content doesn’t
help anyone, especially if you’re
looking for a job. Showing insight
and interest in current events
shows you’re aware of what’s
going on around you.
Clean Up Links
• Posting links to your friends’ blogs
on mud wrestling or pictures of
last night’s frat party isn’t the best
choice when promoting yourself
to a future employer. Drop the
fun and games and get down
to business.
Use Hashtags
• Hashtags are keywords. It’s
how people, places and things
are found on search engines
daily. Keyword your interests
& your skills. It will make you
more “findable” to employers &
recruiters searching for prospects.

LinkedIn
Make Your Profile Public
• If you don’t do this, employers
can’t search for you, therefore
you can’t be found. Make sure
to have a clean, custom URL—
using your first and last name is
an easy, clear way to make your
LinkedIn profile yours.
Skills—Define Them
• This is a new feature on LinkedIn.
This is like keyword utopia
for search engines. List your

greatest strengths and skills and
you’re bound to pop up in more
employer searches and valued
connections. Example: If you
specialize in XXXXXX, then list
it as XXXXXX.
Your Headline
• This is like an excerpt for a book.
It captures your attention and
makes you want to read more.
Do the same for your profile.
It should establish some key
things: what your do (job
title), what you would like to
do (Future….), and what you’re
doing. Example: Recent Animal
Science Grad with MS seeking
full-time position in dairy or
beef industry.
Keep Your Status Active
• Link Twitter to your account so
that everything you post is added
to LinkedIn. Stay consistent in
when you post and what you post
about. It shows what you do all
day and what you interests are.
Posting links to the latest YouTube
video on “planking” is not one of
those items.
Search for Recommendations
• Connect with professors, coworkers and previous supervisors
and ask them to recommend
you. Those recommendations will
enhance your profile and make it
more complete. Recommendations
are gems in the working world.
A credible recommendation from

a past supervisor, co-worker
or team leader should be a
priority! These will end up being
part of the reference work that
an employer or recruiter
will conduct.
Complete Your Resume
• No one likes leaving a task half
done. Not having a completed
resume is like ending your job
search instantly. If you need help
writing your resume, check out
these helpful articles:
• What Nobody is Telling You:
The Resume

• Ten Keys to a Dynamic Resume
• Career Tips: Your Resume
• Everyone wants to be successful
in his or her job search. You don’t
want to go home empty handed.
This article by Career Hub Blog
highlights some simple Do’s and
Do Not’s when it comes to your
LinkedIn profile. Follow these
recommendations along with the
above mentioned and you’re on
your way to becoming the next
note worthy candidate online.

Final Tips on Social Media
• Being connected to people with
large networks help you search
and be found. To expand your
network quickly, invite us to
connect with you.

STOP!
Before you set out on your job search, run all of your social profiles through Reppler.
They provide quick, instant alerts about any questionable material on your profiles.
http://reppler.com

And be sure to connect with Continental Search.
Continental Search on LinkedIn
www.linkedin.com/in/dansimmons

Continental Search on Facebook
facebook.com/ContinentalSearch

Continental Search on Twitter
@danrecruiter
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DURING THE INTERVIEW

Now you are in the door. You have smiled at
the receptionist, met the HR representative
and are speaking with the hiring manager.
As early as possible in the interview, you need to ascertain the skills, experience and objective being sought by the
company and the interviewer. This will help you calibrate both your questions and answers throughout the interview.
One way to accomplish this is to say, “The recruiter gave me enough information to get me excited about your
opportunity, but I still have somewhat of a fuzzy picture of your needs. Could you describe the position and what sort
of problems need to be solved?”
Once you have ascertained the employer’s needs, you must convince him or her of your capabilities. This is best
accomplished through examples of previous accomplishments that are relevant to the position for which you are
interviewing. The basic theme of any interviewing process is that past behavior is the best predictor of future behavior.
Whatever the interviewer discovers about your past will be assumed to repeat in the future. Winners continue to be
winners and losers, well…
Remember that the interviewer’s interest in you is purely selfish. It is no different than your selfish interest in the
company. They want to hire the person who can do the most for them. All attention should be focused on what the
company wants, with your agenda temporarily taking a backseat. If you focus attention on yourself, you will get in
trouble in a hurry. Once you have created a strong desire in the company to hire you, you can lay out the things you
want, and if they are within the realm of reason, have an excellent chance of achieving them.

During the interview, you
should concentrate on
only two things
1
2

Making the interviewers like you
and respect what you could do
for the company
Gathering as much information
as possible.

If the hiring manager(s) believes
you will accomplish the company’s
objectives, you will be considered
for employment. Being liked gets
you an offer.
Information gathering helps you
assess the interview when you
get back home. Trying to process
information during the interview

causes mistakes—so don’t do it.
You will have plenty of time after
the interview to decide if this is a
good career move. Keep your focus
on the objective of the interview:
getting an offer of employment.
The best strategy is to try your
best to be in a position to get an
offer. You can always decline it.
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DO’S AND DON’TS OF THE INTERVIEW
DO’s

DON’Ts

Arrive early for the interview.

Arrive more than 15 minutes early.

Call ahead if you can’t arrive at the scheduled time.

Smoke or chew gum. If you smoke before the interview, use a mint.

Pay attention to the support staff. Doing well
with them gives the impression you fit into the
organization easily. Also, in certain circumstances,
they can provide a wealth of unfiltered information.

Never interrupt the interviewer. If the interviewer wants to talk, let
him. Good listeners are universally liked.

Use a firm handshake and get on a first name basis
as quickly as possible.
Sit up straight and stay just a little tense. If you are
totally relaxed, you may drift into contradictory body
language which is something people read intuitively.

Sit until you are offered a chair.

Smile and maintain eye contact—this really helps!
Be prepared to discuss the content of your resume,
and to explain any gaps in employment.

Lie or be dishonest. Many catastrophic things can occur if you do
this, especially if you get the job. Exaggerating is lying.

Know in advance the accomplishments you want to
highlight and look out for natural opportunities to
bring them up.

Force information on the interviewer. This is a major turn off.

Take notes, whether you need them or not.

Answer a question you don’t understand. If necessary, ask to have
the question repeated, clarified or restated, as in “Could you ask
the question in another way? I want to have it clear in my mind.”

Ask additional questions to keep the interviewer
talking, gain potentially valuable information and
create a two-way conversation.

Be disappointed if the interviewer handles the interview differently
than you expect; if your human relations skills are good, you are in
good shape.

Answer questions and make statements in a direct
and concise manner.

Avoid answering questions with only “Yes” or “No;” give
explanations whenever possible.

Wherever appropriate, express gratitude for past
employers and bosses.

Make negative statements about former bosses, past companies,
or your present company. If absolutely necessary, speak in
terms of “problems”, “difficulties”, or “challenges” versus
negative comments.

If a statement you make is challenged, offer a
diplomatic response such as, “In the environments I
have been in, this is how it was handled. If there are
better ways to do it, I would be very interested in
learning them.”

Get drawn into even a low-key argument. If you argue, you cannot
win even if you are right.

Thank the interviewer for his time.
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You must know and be prepared
to discuss why you want to
change employers, including
reasonably detailed explanations
for each past job change and your
accomplishments for every employer,
ideally expressed in dollar values.
Interview processes are usually
characterized by suspicion on all
sides. Both sides fear mistakes. Not
giving specific enough information
about your career, accomplishments
and motivating factors usually
leads to negative inferences on the
interviewers’ part.

Questions You May
Be Asked
To determine your accomplishments,
personality, desires and habits,
the company will ask a variety of
questions. While there are entire
books devoted to listing hundreds of
interview questions, here are a few
that you should be prepared
to answer:
• How does your family feel
about this possible move?
• Why should I hire you? Why do
you want to change jobs?
• What training or qualifications
do you have for the job?
• How have you helped the
company’s bottom-line?
• What kind of experience
do you have for this job?
• Why are you successful?
• How many and what type of
people have you supervised?
• Have you ever hired
or fired anyone?
There are also some very
sophisticated behavioral interviewing
techniques in use today. The idea

is to examine your past behavior
patterns in specific situations.
Sometimes it only takes one
situation to establish the pattern.
Sometimes it takes several situations.
The interviewer assumes that
behavior repeats itself.
An example of a behavioral interview
question is “Have you ever made a
mistake at work?” The answer better
be yes since anybody that tries to do
anything makes mistakes. Next the
interviewer asks probing follow-up
questions about the mistake. His
real agenda is to find out if this
individual learns from mistakes.
Another example is “Tell me about
a time when you were frustrated”
with a follow-up question of “What
happened?” This one usually
goes through several instances to
establish the pattern.
The interviewer is looking for the
following data:
• Is this person a quitter?
• How aggressive is this person?
• How determined is this person?
• Did this person come up with
creative solutions?
• What are this person’s human
relations skills on the job?
If you are asked “tell me about
a time when…” or another
philosophical, open ended or
simulated situation question, take
a moment or two to think about
the question, then refocus your
attention back on the interviewer
before you speak. Answer the
question as directly and concisely
as possible. Do not try and give
the finer details. If the interviewer
wants elaboration, he or she will
ask. By asking for further details, he
or she will probably give clues as
to the information being sought.

The Long and Short of It
Let’s suppose you were interviewing
for an engineering manager position
and the interviewer asked you, “What
sort of engineering experience have
you had in the past?” Well, that’s
exactly the sort of question that can
get you into trouble if you don’t use
the short version/long version method.
Most people would just start rattling
off everything in their memory that
relates to their experience. Though
the information might be useful to
the interviewer, your answer could get
pretty complicated and long-winded.
One way to answer the question might
be, “I’ve held engineering positions
with three different companies over
a ten-year period. Where would you
like me to start?” Or you might say,
“Let me give you the short version
first, and you can tell me where you
want to go into more depth. I’ve
had nine years experience with three
different companies, and held the
titles of engineer, senior engineer
and engineering manager. What
aspect of my background would
you like to concentrate on?”
By using this method, you show
that your thoughts are organized
and that you want to understand
the intent of the question before
you travel too far in a direction
neither of you wants to go. Try to
ascertain the needs of the company
and address them showing your
expertise in those areas, not whatever
happens to pop into your mind.
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Body Language &
Interviewing Attitudes
The experts tell us that your visual
impression or body language are just
as important as what we actually say
when it comes to the overall effect
we have on others. Generally, it is
important to convey the image of a
person with whom the interviewer
would like to work. Enthusiasm,
interest level, sincerity, openness
and warmth go into the chemistry
that often makes or breaks a hiring
decision. We all need to be aware
of the little things that others see
in our facial expressions, postures,
energy levels and gestures. Generally,
we should be dynamic and friendly
but one notch less than the person
interviewing us. It is obvious that
interviewers prefer those who smile
verses those who frown, so smile
whenever appropriate; however, your
facial expressions should change to
reflect the mood of the conversation.
Nodding agreement encourages
others to talk as well as to let them
know that you understand what is
being said. Your head should be held
erect (not tilted or stiff ) during the
interview and you should keep your
hands away from the face or neck
area while talking.
Eye contact is one of the best
aspects of body language.
Good eye contact with the
interviewer sends a message of
trustworthiness, confidence and
credibility while fostering open
discussion. On the other hand,
poor eye contact often reflects a
lack of self-confidence, a low self
image and lack of enthusiasm.
It is particularly important to
maintain 10–15 seconds of eye
contact when first meeting a person
before looking away. Do not stare
into the other person’s eyes but

come back to the eye contact often
during your discussion.

The “C” Word
A big question for many job-seekers
is when to bring up the issue of
compensation. The short answer
is, you should never initiate this
question. The interviewer or hiring
manager should be the one to bring
up the subject of benefits, salary,
and vacation policy or bonuses.
If they want to hire you, they will
tell you all about the reasons to
work there. Don’t rush this.
It is in your self-interest to delay
money discussions until the end of
the interview process. Hopefully
by the end, a strong desire to
hire you will exist, and you will
have a lot more information. From
your perspective, these are ideal
conditions to discuss money. If
the interviewer asks your salary
expectations early in the interview,
you should respond, “Based upon
my skills and your needs, I am
sure you can make an offer that
is attractive, if I am the right
person for the position.”
If after this statement the
interviewer still persists, try a
somewhat vague response like,
“What is most important to me
is having a challenging position
and being part of the right team.
I spoke with the recruiter about
my compensation history and
was under the impression that
he (she) would be handling those
discussions on my behalf.”
If the interviewer pursues this
again, give them your previous
compensation by starting with
the highest number—“My W-2 last
year was $xx,xxx of which my
base was $xx,xxx and my bonus/
overtime was $xx,xxx. My increase
the last two years was x% per

year and I am expecting another
increase of the same percent this
year.” There is NO correct way to
tell them what you are expecting
for an offer, there is about a 1%
chance you will name the correct
number so do NOT answer that.
Avoid under-selling yourself but
realize that excessive salary
demands are one of the main causes
of offers not being extended. Many
people feel they should start high
then negotiate. At best, this is an
extremely risky strategy in today’s
sophisticated environment. Most
of the clients are very limited as
to what they will negotiate unless
they are in a very unusual situation.
Rarely will you be forced to nail
down exact asking price; however,
if absolutely pressed you could state,
“I feel my skills would probably bring
$$ in today’s market”. This wording
implies some flexibility.

Wrapping Up the Interview
If by the end of the interview you
are interested in the position, ask
for the job. This does not commit
you to anything and may be the
difference between getting an
offer or a rejection letter. Tell the
key interviewer (probably also
your supervisor-to-be) that you are
interested in working not only for
the firm but for him or her personally.
Interviewers like to hear positive
things too. If the “chemistry” is good
between you, they need to know it
so they’ll go to bat for you.
Close with these words: “I am very
interested in what I have learned
here today and the opportunities
that this position presents. I believe
I would enjoy working with and
learning from you as well. Is there
anything more you need to know
about my background to ensure we
go to the next step of the process?”
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SPECIAL SITUATIONS
The Meal Meeting
Breakfast, lunch, or dinner meetings
are a prime choice for interviewers
who want to catch the seasoned
professional off guard. In fact, the
meal is arguably the toughest of
all interview situations. The setting
offers the interviewer the chance
to see you in a non-office (and
therefore more natural) setting, to
observe your social graces, and to
consider you as a whole person. Here,
topics that would be impossible
to address in the traditional office
setting will naturally surface, often
with virtually no effort on the part
of the interviewer. The slightest slip
could get your candidacy deep-sixed
by the end of the meal.
Usually, you will not be invited to
an “eating meeting” until you have
already demonstrated that you are
capable of doing the job. It’s a good
sign, actually. An invitation to a meal
means that you are under strong
consideration, and, by extension,
intense scrutiny.
The meeting is often the final hurdle
and could lead directly to the job
offer—assuming, of course, that
you properly handle the occasional
surprises that arise. The interviewer’s
concern is not whether you can
do the job, but whether you have
the growth potential that will
allow you to fill more senior slots
as they become available. But be
careful. Many have fallen at the final
hurdle in a close-run race. Being
interviewed in front of others is bad
enough; eating and drinking in front
of them at the same time only makes
it worse. If you knock over a glass or
dribble spaghetti sauce down your
chin, the interviewer will be so busy
smirking that he or she won’t hear
what you have to say.

To be sure that the interviewer
remains as attentive to the positive
points of your candidacy as possible,
let’s review table manners. Your
social graces and general demeanor
at the table can tell as much about
you as your answer to a question. For
instance, over-ordering food or drink
can signal poor self-discipline. At the
very least, it will call into question
your judgment and maturity. Highhanded behavior toward waiters and
bus people could reflect negatively
on your ability to get along with
subordinates and on your leadership
skills. Those concerns are amplified
when you return food or complain
about the service, actions which, at
the very least, find fault with the
interviewer’s choice of restaurant.
By the same token, you will want to
observe how your potential employer
behaves. After all, you are likely
to become an employee, and the
interviewer’s behavior to servers in
a restaurant can tell you a lot about
what it will be like on the job.
Tips & Etiquette
Of course you know all about
appropriate manners, but here’s a
quick list as a refresher:

• In general, it’s best to order a
non-alcoholic beverage to keep
a clear mind (stress increases
the intoxicating effect of
alcohol). If you do follow your
host’s suit and have a drink,
never have more than one.
• Keep cups and glasses at the
top of your place setting and
well away from you. Most
glasses are knocked over at
a cluttered table when one
stretches for the condiments
or gesticulates to make a point.
(Of course, your manners will
prevent you from reaching
rudely for the pepper shaker!)
• When you are faced with an array
of knives, forks, and spoons,
start at the outside and work
your way in as the courses come.
Keep your elbows at your sides
and don’t slouch in the chair.
When pausing between mouthfuls,
rest your knife and fork on the
plate crossed over each other
at the bottom of the plate.
• The time to start eating, of
course, is when the interviewer
does; the time to stop is when
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he or she does. At the end
of a course or the meal, rest
your knife and fork together
on the plate at five o’clock.

offer to share payment.
When parting company, always thank
the host for his or her hospitality and
the wonderful meal.

• Never speak with your mouth full.
• To be on the safe side, eat the
same thing, or close to it, as the
interviewer. When the menus
arrive, ask the interviewer “What
do you think you will have
today?” so you are prepared if
you are asked to order first.
• Do not change your order
once it is made, and never
send the food back.
• Be polite to your waiters, even
when they spill soup in your lap.
• Don’t order expensive food.
Naturally, we all like to eat
well, especially on someone
else’s tab. But don’t be tempted.
When you come right down to
it, you are there to talk and be
seen at your best, not to eat.
• Eat what you know. Stay away
from awkward, messy, or exotic
foods and finger foods.
• If you order a salad, request the
dressing on the side. Then, cut up
the lettuce before pouring it on
to minimize the potential mess.
• Don’t order anything with
bones. Stick with filets; there
are few simple, gracious ways
to deal with any type of bone.
Checks and Good-byes
There is a story in our industry of
an interviewer whose favorite test
of composure is to have the waiter,
by arrangement, put the bill on the
interviewee’s side of the table. She
then chats on, waiting for something
interesting to happen. If you ever find
yourself in a similar situation, never
pick up the check, however long it is
left by your plate. When ready, your
host will pick it up, because that’s
the simple protocol of the occasion.
By the same token, you should never

Group Interviews
Often thought of as inquisitions,
the group interview format is quite
popular with small companies and
companies that focus on teams. Here
are a few tips for handling these often
intimidating scenarios.
• Make a positive and professional
first impression by being
assertive and giving a firm
handshake to each interviewer
and addressing each interviewer
as they are introduced.
• If at all possible, jot down the
names of those interviewing
you in the order they are seated.
Use names when replying to
their questions as appropriate.
• Reinforce your professionalism
and your ability to communicate
effectively by speaking clearly
and avoiding “uhs,” “you
knows,” and slang.
• Use positive words. Instead of
“if,” “I think,” “I feel” and “I wish”
use “when,” “I am” and “I would.”
• Establish rapport by relating to

each interviewer. Note the wording
that is used by each interviewer
and when appropriate use similar
words. Maintain eye contact
with each of the interviewers
throughout the interview.
• Sit comfortably and erectly,
without being stiff or
sprawling over the chair.
• Project confidence and a
positive attitude. Be aware of
your voice, posture, energy
level, and enthusiasm. Make
hand gestures to emphasize
important points, but avoid
distracting or excessive gestures.
• Be concise—don’t get into too
much detail unless prompted.
Many interviewees have talked
themselves out of a position.
• Smile confidently, but not so
much that you appear too
casual. Smiling will also help
you relax and establish a
rapport with the interviewers.
• Manage weaknesses or barriers
so that they appear to be
indications of your strengths.
• Be attentive. Listen to each
question carefully and don’t
interrupt. If you aren’t sure of what
is being asked, politely request
that the question be repeated.
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Phone Interviews

Some other tips include:

Since this is often the first contact
with a potential employer, it is
important to know how to maximize
this first impression. It may be your
only opportunity to “sell” yourself
and can also act as a trial run for the
real face-to-face interview.

• Do not discuss money, benefits or
vacation at this stage.

Normally, a recruiter will be able to
forewarn you as to when a client
will be calling and can provide
information on the caller, his position,
the position for which you are being
considered and the company. Based
on this, you should try to develop
several questions that will be helpful
in gathering additional information.
The objective of a phone interview is
to gain an invitation for a personal
interview and to gather more
information to be used in future
steps. If you are to be a “problem
solver,” one of the things you need
to do during the phone interview
is to determine what problem this
employer is trying to solve as a result
of your hire?

• Have a pad, pen and copy of your
resume near the phone.
• Try to get to a quiet phone or
office. If necessary, ask if you can
call the interviewer back at a more
convenient time. Avoid background
noises like TV’s, stereos and other
conversations. Also avoid mobile
phones due to potentially poor
reception quality.
• Be sure you get the caller’s name
and position with the employer.
Repeat it to him and write it down.
• Hold the receiver 1/2 inch from
your lips and speak directly into it.

variance in inflection and tone.
Tape record yourself responding to
some normal phone interviewing
questions asked by your spouse
or someone else. Hear how you
sound to others and practice
improving that impression.
• Let the interviewer do most of
the talking but use questions
to stimulate the conversation
as needed. When he asks you a
question, don’t just answer “yes”
or “no” —expound upon the
question and use the opportunity
to “sell” your skills and experience.
• When the interview appears to be
ending, find an opportunity to ask
for a face-to-face interview.

• Smile and be enthusiastic.
It’s true you can hear a
smile over the phone.
• Don’t eat, smoke or chew gum
during a phone conversation.
• Speak in a conversational manner
and be sure to speak loudly
enough to be heard — with some

AFTER THE INTERVIEW
Phone Call

Follow-Up Note Format

Right after the interview, call the recruiter
who sent you on the interview. Be prepared
to discuss what you liked about the
opportunity as well as any concerns you
may have. You will also discuss the answers
you gave to the difficult questions that they
asked. The recruiter can often rectify
a mistake in an interview if they know about
it quickly enough. If, once you get in the car,
it occurs to you that you should have added
(or said less) when answering a question, tell
the recruiter about it as he can often resolve
these types of problems.

• The first sentence thanks the recipient
and his staff for their time and courtesy.

Follow-Up Note
As soon as possible after the interview,
write or e-mail a brief “thank you” note to
everyone with whom you interviewed.

• The second sentence pays sincere
compliment, something along the
lines of “I was very impressed with...”
Remember, you want them to like you.
• The third sentence communicates why you
believe you can do the job. You might say,
“I am confident I can meet or exceed your
expectations in the position we discussed.”
• The fourth sentence tells your prospective
employer that you are interested in the
position. It is often in your self-interest
for the hiring manager to have tangible
evidence of your interest.
• The last sentence asks for the job in
a positive and enthusiastic way.

This letter tells your prospective boss
everything he or she wants to be told
without over-committing. You have not said
you will accept an offer. No price has been
established. You simply executed the last
step in creating the desire to hire you.
For thank you notes to the other members of
the interview team, you might use this format:

• The first sentence thanks the interviewer
for his or her time and courtesy.
• The second sentence references something
specific about the interview. Again, good
notes help. An example would be, “I really
enjoyed our discussion of…”
• The last sentence says something like,
“I really hope we get the opportunity to
work together.” The main feature about
this thank you note is its brevity.
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BE A PAPERWORK PRO

The Employment
Application
If you are asked to fill out an
employment application observe
the following:
• If possible ask for a second
application or make a photocopy
of it. Make your final application
copy as neat, accurate, and
complete as possible.
• Complete all items on the
application except expected
salary, which should be left
blank. If challenged as to why
you left it blank say, “I have
a salary range in which I am
looking. I will not know where
in my range this position will fall
until the end of the interview. I
did not want to give you false
or misleading information.”
• On the education section,
include all education relevant
to the prospective job including
seminars and other training. If
possible, all of your education
should go on the application.
List your highest degrees first,
unless directed otherwise.
• Very completely fill out the
work history section including
accomplishments and, if recent,
include jobs held to finance your
education. Do not try to substitute
a resume for this section.

Only attach the resume if it
includes information not on
the application.
• Provide business and personal
references. You should have
spoken to these people in advance
and know what they will say.
• Be neat and avoid errors
in spelling, grammar,
and punctuation.

Non-Compete Agreements
If you signed a non-compete
agreement with your current or
previous employer, the recruiter who
has arranged your interview needs
to know about it as soon as possible.
While this is most common among
sales professionals, it does extend to
other positions as well. Many times,
non-compete agreements are not
even enforceable, depending upon
the state in which they were drafted.
Seek the advice of a qualified
attorney if you are currently under a
restrictive non-compete.
Often the company that is
interviewing you will want you to
sign a non-compete should you
join them. It is important to review
the document carefully, discuss it
with the recruiter and, if needed,
an attorney. Non-competes are
common and can be equitable.
If you have concerns on this
topic, speak with the recruiter
frankly about your concerns.

HAPPY
JOB-HUNTING!
If, after reading this
booklet, you’re not
ready for an interview
process, you never will
be. Keep a clear head,
smile and enjoy your
time meeting new people.
I wish you the best in
your search for the next
step in your career.
Daniel C. Simmons, CPC
Certified Personnel Consultant
Address

Phone

PO Box 43873
Baltimore, MD 21236

(888) 276-6789
(410) 529-7000

Continental Search on LinkedIn
www.linkedin.com/in/dansimmons

Continental Search on Facebook
facebook.com/ContinentalSearch

Continental Search on Twitter
@danrecruiter
Many thanks to the recruiters that
assisted me in compiling this guide
Bill Johnstone, MetalJobs Network
Barbara Rinder, Rodgewood Associates
Donna Carroll, Systems Personnel
Jim Hipskind, Midwest Headhunters
Terri Wilson, Integrity Personnel
Chuck Szajkovics, First Search
Melinda Pittman, The Pittman Group
Bill Quackenbush, QCI Technical Staffing
Joe Noto, Regency Search
Jeff Skrentny, The Jefferson Group
Bill Radin
Additional source material was obtained from
www.job-interview.net/index.htm

